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VACCINATION

Republic of Mauritius Total:
- 1st Dose: 964,309 (78.7%)
- 2nd Dose: 927,168 (75.6%)

3rd dose: 288,583
- Johnson and Johnson 189,180
- Sinopharm 8,741
- Astra Zeneca 2,825
- Pfizer 87,837

Under 18 (Pfizer)
- 1st dose: 56,070
- 2nd dose: 44,059

Rodrigues
- 1st dose: 72.1%
- 2nd dose: 65.9%
- 3rd dose: 7,500

POSITIVE CASES

Positive local PCR cases: 468
Imported cases PCR cases 117
Patients admitted at ENT:

❖ 3 on ventilator
   (all vaccinated with 2 doses of a COVID-19 vaccine)
❖ 14 on oxygen supply
   (6 vaccinated with 2 doses of a COVID-19 vaccine/8 not vaccinated)

Patients in Hospital Wards

COVID-19 Deaths

❖ 4 less than 60 years/ 10 above 60 years
❖ 12 not vaccinated/2 fully vaccinated
❖ 1 no comorbidities/13 comorbidities

QUARANTINE

Total persons in quarantine

SEQUENCING

The Central Health Laboratory has successfully sequenced 16 COVID-19 positive samples collected between the 6th and 9th January 2022. Out of the 16 samples, 14 were from local cases and 2 from imported cases. The results are as follows:

❖ DELTA Variant: 6 (All local cases)
❖ OOMICRON Variant: 10 (8 local cases and 2 imported cases)
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